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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is the best practice for setting the WLC v7.0 use of WLAN
QoS settings to support SIP phones on a VoWLAN?
A. Configure SIP with load-based CAC only with SIP call
snooping.
B. Configure SIP with load-based CAC and TSPEC only with SIP
call snooping.
C. Configure SIP with static CAC only with SIP call snooping.
D. Configure SIP with static CAC only without SIP call
snooping.
E. Configure SIP with load-based CAC only without SIP call
snooping.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Marion has been hired by a small business to determine why its
Web site does not attract users. As Marion interviews different
members of the company, she learns that when the site was first
created, the external Web developer did not produce any
documents specifying the basic requirements for the site. As a
result, the site did not have a defined purpose and was not
designed for the company's audience. Additionally, the site
navigation did not make sense from a user's point of view.
Marion considers this information, then she recommends that the
company create which document?
A. Non-disclosure agreement
B. Wireframe
C. Marketing slideshow
D. Storyboard
Answer: D
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Answer: B
Explanation:
Option B is incorrect Cloud Trail records AWS API calls for
your account. VPC FLowlogs logs network traffic for VPC,
subnets. Network interfaces etc.
As per AWS,
VPC Flow Logs is a feature that enables you to capture
information about the IP traffic going to and from network
interfaces in your VPC where as AWS CloudTrail, is a service
that captures API calls and delivers the log files to an Amazon
S3 bucket that you specify.
Option C is invalid this is a config service and will not be
able to get the IP addresses Option D is invalid because this
is a recommendation service and will not be able to get the IP
addresses For more information on VPC Flow Logs, please visit
the following URL:
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonVPC/latest/UserGuide/flow-log
s.html
The correct answer is: Use VPC Flow logs to get the IP
addresses accessing the EC2 Instances Submit your
Feedback/Queries to our Experts
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